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ABBREVIATIONS

TH: Plant Names of Medieval England by Tony Hunt, D.S. Brewer, Cambridge 1989. 

MEC: The Middle English Dictionary at the Middle English Compendium: 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/middle-english-dictionary/dictionary
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All pictures from the Voynich manuscript: 
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.

All other photos are credited under the pictures. 

PHOTO CREDIT



Introduction
The Voynich manuscript is a visual treasure. I find the free hand il-
lustrations hauntingly beautiful and strange. The plants are drawn 
lively and with a strong character. It was the plant illustrations that 
haunted me and triggered my curiosity about what world view the 
Voynich creators had. What kind of relation did the artists have to 
the plants? What knowledge of the plants did they possess? And 
why are the plants drawn exactly this way?

The identifications of the herbs in my study The Voynich plants 
and their Names show that the illustrations are not at all as fantas-
tical and strange as first thought. Important characteristics of the 
herbs are actually recognizably drawn. 

I have never seen anything like the illustrations in the Voynich 
manuscript through my years as a student in free hand drawing, or 
later as a teacher and artist. Some claim that the drawings are ugly 
and bad. I would say brute and bold, but never ugly, never bad. We 
have brute and bold art that can be great art. 

The drawings of the manuscript are more than illustrations. They 
tell more than the morphology of the plant. The Voynich plants 
have expression. They are drawn in a way that convinces me that 
the artists had an intense need to express their knowledge about 
the plants. 

I tested what the illustrations look like without the coloring. I cop-
ied parts of the Voynich herbs in the right size. The lines are quite 
delicate. A Voynich page is about 23x16 cm. That the illustrations 
are small in size is hard to get a grip on when seing them on a 
computerscreen. The coloring is causing much of the bruteness. 

THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VOYNICH PLANTS

A copy of foil 52r, drawn with pencil on paper, Siv Bugge Vatne 2021.
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A copy of the root in foil 17r, drawn with pencil on paper, Siv Bugge Vatne 2021. A copy of the flower in foil 17r, pencil on paper, Siv Bugge Vatne 2021.
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How to draw a plant
Plants have complex shapes. Leaves and flowers are difficult and tedious to draw. There are many ways to simplify 
complex forms, many ways to compromise between abstraction and figuration, many ways to solve the conversion of a 
three-dimensional form to a flat two-dimensional form on a small paper. Many things can go wrong or appear strange. 
Plants are hard to draw. 

It is suggested that the Voynich herbs are drawn by memory. It is not a bad suggestion. With the plant in front of the 
artist, mistakes like the style on the water lily in folio 2v would not appear. Most often details, like a style, are missed or 
left out, not added. Drawing takes time, and it requires concentration, energy and skill. Mistakes happens because one of 
these things are lacking. 
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The waterlily in folio 2v to the left and Lilium candidum by Holtzbecker, H.S., Det Grønne Florilegium in the middle.  Water lily by John Sims, 
(1811)

Concerning the water lily in folio 2v I suspect someone told the artist that Nymphea alba has a flower as beautiful as a 
lilly. And the water lily, Nymphea alba, gets a large white bell shaped flower that erroneously has too few petals, curled 
edges and a style. 



To continue, let us say that the artist is told to draw a small lump at the lower part of the stalk, just above the light brown root that divides. See 
the bulb in the picture to the left under. Later it is told that the stalk is striped and hairy. The hairs are expressed by dots along the stalk. There is 
little space left on the stalk for stripes, they are only found on the bulb. 

The simplifaication of the tripinnate leaves of wild carot. To the left folio 96r, in the middle Daucus carota by Sturm, J., Krause, (1904), to the 
right Daucus carota by Dioscorides, P., De Materia Medica (620).

We can continue with the wild carrot. The leaves are placed above the bulb and along the branched stalk. They are finely divided and curled. This 
fits the illustration. But, the leaves are actually tripinnate. This form is hard to remember, hard to explain, and even harder to draw. The forms 
will also be so small that they become hard to color. There are many reasons to simplify the shape. 
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The curled up umbellifer of wild carrot in f96r. To the right a photo of wild carrot by 
Jack Jansen) 

Even after finding the plant name in the text, some forms seem strange. Take for example the flower shape of the wild carrot in f96r. It is long 
and bended. It does not really look like the wild carrot´s umbellifer. But, reading the description on Wikipedia it says, “As the seeds develop, 
the umbel curls up”. This “curling up” is very specific for the wild carrot. This made me think that it is possible that the drawings are made 
from descriptions. The umbellifer of wild carrot illustrated does indeed curl up, just not like in the same way as in reality. 

Hairs

Bulb 
with 
stripes

Light brown 
hairy root 
that divides

The striped bulb on the hairy stalk just abovethe dividing light brown and hairy root.  To the left foil 
96r, to the right Daucus carota by Sturm, J., Krause, (1904)



The errors
With these mistakes, it still possible to decide the right identifications 
of the herbs. The water lily in folio 2v is agreed upon by most to be a 
waterlily. It is because of the combination of the rest of the character-
istics. The root, stalk and leaf all match water lily well, and there are 
no other alternatives. We can therefor say that the style is an error, and 
the identification is certain. 

There are a few other Voynich identifications that are agreed upon. 
Another one is the wild pansy in folio f9v. This illustration has an er-
ror too. Wild pansy has a large petal placed at the bottom of the flower. 
In the Voynich manuscript this petal is placed at the top. The plant il-
lustrated still bear the characteristics of a wild pansy. The flowers vary 
from single colored to particolored. The colors of the five petals are 
deep to light blue, white and even yellow. It has two distinct kinds of 
leaves. The first kind is ovate with wavy margins, the second is finely 
divided with deep lobes. From the fibrous root is a single branched 
stalk growing. 

The identification of the herb in f4v is not suggested before. I identi-
fied it as Pulsatilla vulgaris by finding the name bell of wind as the first 
words in the first paragraph. In modern English it is called windflower. 
I find the characteristics of Pulsatilla vulgaris so distinct that there is 
no doubt. The illustration matches its bluish bell-shaped flower, the 
two kinds of leaves, the tap root and not at least the little brush-like tip 
rising in the center of the flower. 

There are certain elements in the f4v drawing that differs from the real 
plant. The carrot-like leaves are simplified and supposed to be placed 
as a rosette on the ground, and the stalk has two sets of brush-like 
leaves, not one. The extra set of brush-like leaves are what we would 
call an error in a botanical illustration. The brush-like leaves and 
flower tip are shaped like stars. The act of adding an extra star shaped 
leaf results in three rising stars. It may have been done to express the 

F9v, identified as Viola tricolor to the left and wild pansy from Billeder af nordens flora; Carl Axel Lindmann (1917).

F4v identified as Pulsatilla vulgaris to the left, and to the right Pulsatilla Vulgaris from Billeder af nordens flora; Carl 
Axel Lindmann, (1917).

divinity of this medicinal plant. It may be intended. This is one 
of the examples that suggests that, in addition to some errors, we 
have to expect that the artists are aiming to add symbols to the 
herbs, to express the larger system the plant is part of. See also the 
the analyzis of hous-leek in page 14. 
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* 
https://voynichrevisionist.com/tag/manfredus-manuscript-bnf-lat-6823/
http://www.voynich.nu/illustr.html#n10%20and%20https://voynichrevisionist.com/tag/manfredus-manu-
script-bnf-lat-6823/.

Top left and right: From https://stephenbax.
net/?p=1814: Comparison of the Voynich, folio 35 
verso, with the Bibliotheque Nationale de France, BNF 
Lat 6823, folio 60 recto. 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6000517p/f127.
imag

Under: Ivy, Hederea helix. Dioscorides, P., De materia 
medica (Codex Vindobonensis) (512)
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Drawings from memory
I suspect that most of the plants are drawn from 
the artist´s own or others memory. There are some 
examples of illustrations that clearly are inspired 
by other manuscripts. There is a striking similarity 
between the oak (and ivy?) in f35v of the Voynich 
MS and oak and ivy illustrations in other manu-
scripts like fol. 60r of the Paris MS BN Lat.6823, 
f37 MS Egerton 747 and f38v MS Sloane 4016*. 
Who was the first to observe this is argued, it may 
have been Ellie Velinska or Edith Sherwood*. As 
others before me, I agree and I find the observa-
tion interesting. 

The illustrations of oak and ivy in these various 
manuscripts share the same characteristics. But, 
in the Voynich manuscript the leaves of the Ivy 
lacks. It is possible that the twisting branches of 
ivy has become the branches of the oak, and the 
berries have become the nuts. I find though, that 
the root illustrated in f35v could actually be that 
of an Ivy. 

In the Voynich manuscript he roots seem to be the 
most important and exact part of the plants (see 
page 9-11).The ivy root is not illustrated in the 
other manuscripts. My guess is that the leaves of 
the Ivy are forgotten. Ivy is still in the Voynich 
illustration with a large root, spiraling clinging 
branches and berry clusters in green and brown. 
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A short overview of plant morphology. Photo source: Pratt, Anne; Step, Edward 
from The flowering plants, grasses, sedges, & ferns of Great Britain and their 
allies, the club mosses, horsetails, etc.

Identification of plants
Picking and eating wild herbs are dangerous. It is more dangerous than 
picking mushrooms. A touch can give harmful blisters, and some plants 
have such strong poisons, acting so quickly, that there is no chance to 
survive if just a tiny little bit is eaten. 

In addition to the shape and the color of the flowers and leaves there 
are other important characteristics to look for. Do the plants have 
hairy stalks or leaves? Where are the leaves placed, as a rosette at the 
ground, along the stalk, in pairs? Is the stalk branched or simple? Is it 
a single stalk or a clump of stalks growing from the root? Is it a single 
flower or many? How are they arranged? Is the stalk erect? Does it 
have a tap root, a bulbous, tuberous or a fibrous root? Where does it 
grow? Is it on road sides, in a forest, on walls? And so on.

Overviews like the one to the right is helpful. Following is four exam-
ples on how morphology is used in the identifications. Of course the 
morphology of the whole plant must match, not only the root or the 
leaves.

The root in f56r (right) has similarities to a lilybulb (left). “Lls”, a syncope or lilis, is part of the 
name in f56r. To the right: Lillium martagon root by Fitch, Henry James Elwes A Monograph of 
the Genus Lilium, Tab. 23, (1877).



The root in f37r is fibrous. The herb is identified as Centauryum ?eru-
threa by its appearance and names. The picture in the middle shows 
the root of  Centarium erythrea by Fuchs, L., New Kreüterbuch 
(1543). Word number four in f37r is f1oy (flor). It can be read fl-wr. 
Filwort was, and still is, the vernacular English name for Centauryum 
erythrea.

In f93v the root is tuberous. The herb is probably Lathyrus tu-
berosum. The picture in the middle shows Lathyrus tuberosum by 
Bulliard, P., Flora Parisiensis (1776-1781). The herb is called 
gos3co89 (pos riode). It can be read pos reode and translated to peas 
red. Lathyrus tuberosum is registered as wild pese by Tony Hunt. 
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In f90r the herb has pinnate leaves. It is identified as Scabiosa or 
Knautia. The herb is called Ga8a39 (bledeRe). It can be read blede-
wre. An interpretation of the name is bleed wort since Scabiosa has 
been used as a blod puryfier and sore healer. In the middle is a picture 
of the leaves of Scabiosa atropurpurea by Jaume Saint-Hilaire, J.H., 
flore et la pomone françaises (1828-1833).



Morphological exactness
There may be different hands behind the drawings, 
but I find a quite consistent way to visualize the vari-
ous herbs. I also find that the illustrations show many 
of the important characteristics that differentiate the 
plants from each other. 

The roots
I find that the artists are very focused on the roots of 
the herbs. The shapes match very well. Whether there 
is one or several stalks growing from it is expressed. 
See for example the upper right pictures. They show 
the root of f14v. The herb is identified as common 
sorrel. Comparing the illustration to common sorrel 
there are important similarities. It is a light brown tap 
root. Clumps of red stalks are rising from it, and it has 
root threads. 

The Voynich illustrations may also show if the root is 
a runner (rhizome), or if the root can be cut and used 
to grow a new plant. An interesting example is f23r. 
The herb is identified as Sambucus ebulus. Sambucus 
ebulus is growing in large groups from an extensive 
perennial underground stem rhizome. One way to 
multiply Sambucus ebulus is by root division. The 
root division can be seen in the illustration as roots 
that are cut off. A second way to multiply Sambucus 
ebulus is by it´s branches. This is shown in the illus-
tration by letting the two herbs share a branch. Also in 
f47r there are two herbs connected. I see the connec-
tion as a branch, not a runner, because it is colored 
green. The herb in f47 is identified as Laurus Nobilis, 
and Laurus Nobilis can be propagated in this way, by 
layering.
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The root in f14v, identified as common sorrel, and the root of common sorrel by Blackwell, E (1737-1739)

f23r identified as Sambucus ebulus. To the right Sambucus ebulus by Nees von Esenbeck, T.F.L., Wijhe (Weyhe), 
M.F., Plantae medicinales (1828-1833)

The branch connecting the two herbs in f23r, Sambucus ebulus. To the right is f47r another plant that can be propa-
gated by layering.



The leaves in 14v, identified as common sorrel, and the leaves of common sorrel by Blackwell, E. 
(1737-1739)

The leaves
The shape of the leaves is most often well expressed in the 
Voynich manuscript. An exception is when they are very 
complicated, like the tripinnate leaves of wild carrot (see 
page 6). Looking at folio f14v again, the Voynich artist has 
clearly captured the spear shaped leaves of common sorrel. 
How they grow in an upward direction is well expressed 
too, and how the leaves are growing directly from the root in 
addition to along the stalk. The placement of the leaves is not 
always a full match in the Voynich illustrations, and even fin-
er details like whether the leaves have a petiole or not seems 
to be a bit by chance.

A problem when drawing feather leaves are the thin shapes. 
They will be difficult to color. In f52v, identified as Peuce-
danum officinale, this is solved by collecting the leaves to 
larger shapes. 

The leaves of f53r identified as Ilex aquifolium. To the right Ilex aquifolium by  Miller, P. (1755-
1760).

The leaves of f52v, Peudecanum officinale. To the right Peucedanum officinale by Sali-
cyna - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0d
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The stalks
The stalks are also quite exact in the Voynich manuscript. The color 
is expressed, and whether the stem is branched or not. If the stem has 
hairs  it is expressed with small pen strokes or dots. The stalk in folio 
44r is interesting (right, bottom). The names suggest that this is Tanac-
etum ?vulgare. The flowers and leaves are abstract in a way that makes 
the identification hard to confirm. But the stalk and root is drawn in 
such a specific way that I believe that Tanacetum is the right identifica-
tion. The stalk is red and has very distinct white spots. The root con-
tinues over to a stalk without any visible change. Only the root threads 
are distinguishing the root from the stalk. In most of the other herbs the 
root and the stalk is clearly divided. 

f5r agreed upon to be Paris quadrifolia. To the right Paris quadrifolia by Esser, 
P.H.H., Giftpflanzen Deutschlands (1910).

f44r identified as Tanacetum ?vulgare.. To the right The stalk of Tanacetum vulgare 
by Sturm, J., Krause (1900-1907).

The stalk of f40v, identified as house-leek, Sempervivum tectorum. 
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An interesting stalk is the one in folio 
49v. The herb has the appearance of a 
Malvaea. It is interesting that the leaves 
are cut off on the lower stalk. This is 
done on some Malvaeas to prevent them 
from being attacked by the rust disease 
Puccinia malvacearum. Of the plants that 
match the illustration, Puccinia malva-
cearum attacks only Alcea and Malva.

I realized when identifying the Voynich 
herbs that some plants are illustrated with 
extra long stalks. The stalks are first ris-
ing upwards, before bending down again, 
almost to the root. Since these plants are 
identified as creeping or climbing plants 
I find this a way to illustrate that they do 
not have a stalk that supports itself. The 
next page shows a table of seven herbs 
identified to be creeping or 
climbing herbs. 
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The stalk of f49v, identified as some kind of Alcea or Malva. 
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Creeping and climbing plants

f17v F49r f54v f94r F95r1 f95v1 f96v 

Smilax aspera Bryonica alba or dioica Convolvulus arven-
sis

Glechoma hederacea  Saponaria offici-
nalis 

Geranium robertia-
num

Dioscorea communis

Rough bindweed Snakeweed Field bindweed Ground Ivy Soapwort Herb-Robert Black bindweed
Climbing plant Climbing vine Climbing vine Creeping plant Occasionally long 

prostrate stem
Procumbent (prostrate 
or trailing) to erect

Occasionally prostrate 
stalk

1. g1o8oe

2. g98aiiN

2. 3oy 3oe

4. go8aiiN

1. g1co8ay

3. GaiiN

2. o gaiiy

4. okaeaiiN

2. 1cg179

3. faiiN

1. oekcc89 2ocgaiN

2. och39

4. ayosop

5. sosay / so9say

1. blodoʒ
2. obedawn

2. Rar Roʒ
4. bodawn

1. bliodar
3. (bl)awn

2. obewr
4. okaʒawn

2. libliste
3. fewm

1. ohkmde roibaun
2. oitRe

4. eroso(rd)
5. soser / soeise

1. blod-hedge
2. bede-wyn

2. rar rove
4. bodewyn

1. bel-ew-wod-er
3. bel-wyn

2. a bour/beworth
4. oke-y-wyn

2. lib-liste
3. Foam

1. hauk-mede Robin
2. wede-wre

4. ere-urs-wort
5. savages-ere

1. blood hedge
2. a garden plot 
vine

2. light-colored/small 
“rove”
4. Convolvulus arvensis

1. belle ivy “wood-
ere”
3. bell vine

2. a Melissa officinalis
4. ache “y”-vine

2. life/love cunning
3. foam

1. hawk meadow Robin
2. Geranium Robertia-
num

4. Dioscorea communis
5. Dioscorea communis

TH: Not registered TH: Not registered
TH: Bodwyn = Convol-
vulus arvensis
Swedish: Rød hundrove
French: Rave de serpent

TH: Wodebynde, 
bynde de urse, ere 
terstre, erthwynd

TH: Wodebynde, 
wodewynd, ere terestre, 
erth-ywyn =  Glechoa 
hederacea
TH: bewort = another mint 
plant, Melissa officinalis

TH: foam-dock = 
Saponaria offici-
nalis

TH: Wodewort,
Wedewrt, erthnedul 

TH: bryan, vin savage = 
Dioscorea communis
TH: bynde de urse, ere 
terestre = Convolvulus 
arvensis 



Detail of f40v, identified as house-leek, Semper-
vivum tectorum, which used to be placed on roofs 
to protect against fire and lightening. 

Detail of f85v-86r, the Rosette map, depicting a 
vision of the Heaven. The picture shows the inner 
shape of the upper left circle. 

Photo source: Sempervivum tectorium. By 
Krzysztof Golik - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0

Sempervivum tectorum. Johann Georg Sturm 
(Painter: Jacob Sturm), (1796).

The flowers
The flowers are sometimes too small or too big. I 
do not find this strange. Some freedom is needed 
when fitting an entire plant into the small size of 
23x16 cm without omitting important character-
istics of for example small flowers. The numer of 
the flowers on certain plants are usually reduced to 
one or two. 

The flowers are colored blue, red and yellow. 
Species with white colors are uncolored. The 
colors match the species quite well. An exception 
is the species with purple and pink flowers. They 
are colored blue. Like the flowers of Sempervi-
vum tectorium to the right. Violet and other bluish 
shades are colored blue. 

They have also taken some liberties when 
drawing the flowers. Some umbellifers and 
inflorescences are joined to one large shape and a 
few flowers are drawn almost like symbols. An 
example is f40v, to the right. The herb is identified 
as house-leek, Sempervivum tectorium. House-
leek´s numerous flowers are simplified to one large 
shape. In the middle of this shape is a small ray 
flower. 

The shape of the abstracted flower cluster is 
interesting. It is drawn in the same way as the 
center of the upper left circle in the rosette map, 
folio 85v-86r (picture to the right). House-leek 
was planted on roofs to protect against lightening. 
Light seems to be visualized in the same way, both 
in the flower of house-leek and in the map in folio 
85v-86r. 
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f33rf33v f40r f40vfront back

Quire 5  Bifolio 1

f50rf50v f55r f55vfront back

Quire 7 Bifolio 1
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Folio (3)Bifolio (Folio 3-6)Quire (Folia 1-8)

The rosette flowers are fascinating because they show a certain drawing style. Lisa Fagin Davis has found that at least 5 scribes have written the 
Voynich text. The botanical section of the manuscript is written by scribe 1, 2 and 3 and 5. Scribe 3 have written one bifolia, Scribe 5 has written two, 
Scribe 2 has written five and Scribe1 has written most, twenty-two in total. It is interesting that that the three rosette flowers that are like large abstrac-
tions are found in two of the bifolia that scribe 2 has written. These forms are not found in any other illustrations in the botanical section. This makes 
me wonder if the artists are the same as the scribes. A further analysis would be very interesting, but is a study in itself. 

A manuscript consists of several quires sewn together. These quires 
consists of bifolia. A bifolio is a sheet of partchment that is folded into 
two folia. A folio is one leaf in a manuscript, with its front and back 
page. The two sides of the folio is called recto and verso. Recto is the 
right side, the reverse side is verso.

* Nubers are from How Many Glyphs and How Many Scribes? Digital Paleography and the Voynich Manuscript, Lisa Fagin Davis, Medieval Academy of America. MANUSCRIPT STUDIES
A Journal of the Schoenberg Institute for Manuscript Studies, volume 5, number 1 (Spring 2020)



Plants with racemes or inflorescences
A pattern appeard after identifying the herbs. Nine of the herbs with racemes or inflorecence are simplified. Racemes and inflorecences have 
numerous flowers. They are tideous to draw and space demanding. In the Voynich manuscript this is solved by replacing the raceme with an ob-
long bulb. On top of this oblong bulb there is one flower with the right color and shape. This way of drawing a raceme led to confusion during 
the identification work. The bulb can be mistaken to be a large bract, like the ones of for example Centaurea. Convincing me that this was a 
way to simplify the racemes, was the plant names found in the text. In addition, the rest of the morphology of the illustrated herbs matched the 
named species. Take for example foil 14v, identified as common sorrel. We have formerly seen that the root, leaf and stalk match well (page 11-
12). In addition, there are three synonym names found in the text in f14v that lead to sorrel. Two of the names are closely related to registered 
vernacular medieval English plant names. One of the names is related to modern English names for sorrel. On a distance the racemes of com-
mon sorrel look like a oblong knotted deep purple shape. Looking closely at the raceme it has numerous red flowers.
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Foil 14v, identified as common sorrel Common sorrel by AnRo0002 - Own work, CC0, detail to the right. 



Simplified racemes and inflorecences
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F2r F4r F14v F15v F19v F37v F55r F90v1 F94v

1. h98aiN9

2. 9ko aie1

1. o8ae19 2. 1ogoe

3. so39

1. goyoy

2. oy39

1. 1aiiN 1. 3o89 4oK9 1. go8aiiN 5. k3co8ae 

3co89 4o1cok9

1. 3c79 1c8ay

1. tedaune
2. eko auʒl

1. odaʒle 2. loboʒ
3. soRe

1. boror
2. orRe

1. lawn 1.Rode go(kl)e 1. bodawn 5. kRiodaʒ
Riode golioke

1. Ri(sd)e lidar

1. tei-don-é
2. heich-euel

1. wode-yele 2. lapacia
3. sóur-wre

1. berdhare/berd-
2. wr hare-wre

1. leoven 1. rode cokell 
(?-eye)

1. pod-heuen 5. k-reod-thegh 
reode galice

1. rist lid-ére

TH: don-nettyl = 
Eupatorium Can-
nabinum

TH: wode/wolde 
= Reseda luteola
MEC: Yele = 
yellow

MEC: lapacia 
= any dock-like 
plant
TH: soudock, 
wode-soure = 
Rumex acetosa

TH: hareberd, 
hare-bell = 
Verbascum 
thapsus

MEC/TH: Love-
wort = valerian

TH: Rodewort = 
Salvia sclarea.
?cokkispore = 
Salvia pratensis, 
sclarea, verbena-
ka
Cokell = Salvia 
pratensis

TH: podyll = 
Delphinium 
consolida

TH: Urtica ssp: 
red-nettyll, galli-
ce urtie

Not registered 

MEC: Good lead 
ear
Limonium 
belongs to the 
family leadwort.

Holy rope Reseda luteola Rumex acetosa Verbascum 
thapsus

Valeriana offic-
inalis 

Salvia ?sclarea Delphinium 
elatum t

Urtica dioica Limonium

Eupatorium 
Cannabinum

Dyer´s rocket Common sorrel Great mullein Valerian Clary alpine delphin-
ium 

Nettle Sea lavender



Symbols in the illustrations
On page 7 I stated that the brush-like shapes of the windflower 
in folio 4v are expressed like three stars. These may be symbols 
connecting the herbs to for example the forces of heaven. Another 
example of connecting the heaven to a shape of the plant is the 
house-leek (f40v), described in page 14. 

Not all symbols are connecting the herbs to the heaven. In f51v 
(picture to the right) the herb is identified as Symphytum tu-
berosum, tuberous comfrey. The leaves in this illustration are 
behaving in a specific way. They are drawn as overlapping loops. 
Tuberous comfrey is also called knitbone because the leaves were 
used to speed up the healing process of broken bones. Associated 
with this the loops make sense. The leaves remind of the inter-
locked loops in knitting. Looking closer at the stem of the plant, 
it is divided. The leaves are tying the stalk together. 

The illustrated herb matches knitbone very well. It has hanging 
racemes of white bell-shaped flowers and lanceolate leaves in 
pairs along the stalk. It also has one single stalk growing from 
the tuberous root. The three Voynich names match knitbone. 
3o89 (rode) can be translated to rude, the same as a registered 
medieval English name for knitbone (Tony Hunt). 3o8aiiN can 
be read rude-wan which means knitbone whitish, and the third 
name  k1o89 (klode) can be read glode. It means gold, and gold 
is another medieval English registered name for knitbone (Tony 
Hunt). In f51v the names, morphology, symbolism and medicinal 
use all match very well with knitbone. 

Another eample of symbolism is the lion root in f90v (right). Lio 
is found as one of the Voynich names for the illustrated plant. Lio 
is a variation of lion, and lion was figuratively used for Christ or 
the Devil. 

Foil 51v identified as Symphytum tuberosum. To the right Symphytum tuberosum from English 
botany (1867). 
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F90v1, the herb is called (word one) 1cos 1o8ay (lios 
lodar). It can be read leos loder, and translated to lion´s 
harmer. The herb is identified as Urtica ?dioica, nettle. 
Lion was figuratively used for both Christ and the Devil.

The flower in f90v1 looks like the 
flower of nettle. It may at the same 
time be a cross symbol. It has simi-
larities to the cross of St. Cuthbert.

C r uz pector al  de St C uthber t



f1v - Scribe 1 
lesser spearwort

f18v - Scribe 1 
wild celery

f37v - 
Scribe 1 
salvia

f47v - Scribe 2
Gentiana ?purpurea

f32v - Scribe 1
Ivy leaved 
bellflower

f23r - Scribe 1 
dwarf elder

F102r1-102r2 - scribe 1

The important part of the plants
There may be many reasons for the 
simplified flower shapes like the ra-
cemes. Flowers are tedious and some-
times difficult to draw, and racemes are 
space demanding. Another reason to take 
freedom when drawing the flower shapes 
may be that the roots and leaves were 
the most important part of the plants. 
They may have been the parts that were 
collected and used, and therefore are 
remembered best, as well as being easier 
to draw. 

That the roots and leaves are important 
is obvious in the jar section of the man-
uscript. Here the herbs are drawn mostly 
without flowers, but with a root and a 
few leaves. I have not studied the jar 
section closely, but one can find a few of 
the same roots and leaves there as in the 
herbal section. Most of the plants in the 
jar section are not named, and we do not 
know if the plants with a text are named 
or if this text tells something else.
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Note that there are similar drawings in the pages written 
by Scribe 1 (f102r1-102r2) and Scribe 2 (f47v)

Rene Zandbergen observed that the pair of roots at the bottom 
of 102r2 also appears as a pair in the bifolio f18v-f23r.



F102v1 - Scribe 1 F99r - Scribe 1

Other herbs from the herbal section found in the jar section.

f19r- 
Scribe1 
Greek 
valerian

f17v - Scribe 1 
smilax
has tendrils but is 
the root different?

f96v - Scribe 1
black bindweed
has no tendrils, and it has a 
branched stalk
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